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Abstract:

Ontology has become a very vital issue to solve important issues regarding human diseases through data integration of chemical and biological data. Mining such data discovers highly important knowledge about diseases can give an important insight to arrive to new drug targets and assist in personalized medicine. In the current paper, a mining technique for diseases is developed based on integrated ontology and association rule mining algorithm. To perform mining, the semantic web, as a knowledge representation methodology is used to integrate data. In addition, an Ontology Association Rule Mining algorithm (OARM) is developed since existing algorithms cannot be applied because of the ontology nature of data containing several types of relations. To test our performance, prostate cancer data is obtained from NCI, which is related to 279 genes and 89 genes (from prostate cancer pathway).
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A gene selection approach for classifying diseases based on microarray datasets
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Abstract:

Gene Selection is very important problem in the classification of serious diseases in clinical information systems. A limitation of these gene selection methods is that they may result in gene sets with some redundancy and yield an unnecessary large number of candidate genes for classification analysis. In the current work, a hybrid approach is presented in order to classify diseases, such as colon cancer, leukemia, and liver cancer, based on informative genes. This hybrid approach uses clustering (K-means) with statistical analysis (ANOVA) as a preprocessing step for gene selection and Support Vector Machines (SVM) to classify diseases related to microarray experiments. To compare the performance of the proposed methodology, two kinds of comparisons were achieved: 1) applying statistical analysis combined with clustering algorithm (K-means) as a preprocessing step and 2) comparing different classification algorithms: decision tree (ID3), naïve bayes, adaptive naïve bayes, and support vector machines. In case of combining clustering with statistical analysis, much better classification accuracy is given of 97% rather than without applying clustering in the preprocessing phase. In addition, SVM had proven better accuracy than decision trees, Naïve Bayes, and Adaptive Naïve Bayes classification.
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SS-SVM (3SVM): A New Classification Method for Hepatitis Disease Diagnosis

Mohammed H. Afif, Abdel-Rahman Hedar, Taysir H. Abdel Hamid, Yousef B. Mahdy

Abstract:

Abstract. In this paper, a new classification approach combining support vector machine with scatter search approach for hepatitis disease diagnosis is presented, called 3SVM. The scatter search approach is used to find near optimal values of SVM parameters and its kernel parameters. The hepatitis dataset is obtained from UCI. Experimental results and comparisons prove that the 3SVM gives better outcomes and has a competitive performance relative to other published methods found in literature, where the average accuracy rate obtained is 98.75%.
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Abstract:

Abstract. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a popular data classification method with many diverse applications. The SVMs performance depends on choice a suitable kernel function for a given problem. Using an appropriate kernel; the data are transform into a space with higher dimension in which they are separable by an hyperplane. A major challenges of SVMs are how to select an appropriate kernel and how to find near optimal values of its parameters. Usually a single kernel is used by most studies, but the real world applications may required a combination of multiple kernels. In this paper, a new method called, weighted powered kernels for data classification is proposed. The proposed method combined three kernels to produce a new combined kernel (WPK). The method used Scatter Search approach to find near optimal values of weights, alphas and kernels parameters which associated with each kernel. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, 11 benchmark are used. Experiments and comparisons prove that the method given acceptable outcomes and has a competitive performance relative to a single kernel and some other published methods.
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Utilizing Support Vector Machines in Mining Online Customer Reviews
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Abstract:

As e-commerce is increasingly becoming popular, the number of customer reviews that a product receives grows rapidly. However, for popular products, many online product reviews exist but for other reviews product reviews are very few. These online discussions about particular products may help other online users to make a decision in buying/ not buying those products, like in amazon.com and ebay.com. Since an enormous number of unstructured and ungrammatical reviews on a product exist, opinion mining is getting a crucial research area for better decision making of buying products. In this paper, we apply an opinion mining approach to summarize the unstructured and ungrammatical users’ reviews, based on Support Vector Machine (SVM). Two levels of classification is applied: 1) Features classification and 2) Polarity classification for every feature class. Our approach has been tested on Amazon data with dataset of 535 sentences, where a summary is obtained and analysis of precision (93.15%) and recall (92.41%) illustrate the accuracy of the proposed system.
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Mining Multi Drug-Pathways via A Probabilistic Heterogeneous Network Multi-label Classifier,
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Abstract:

Mining drug networks is a very important research issue to discover hidden relations between multi drug-entities relations, such as multi drug-pathways, multi drug-targets, and multi drug-diseases. One very important relation is the drug-pathway, where drugs affect the human body through their pathways. In this paper, a probabilistic Heterogeneous Network Multi-label Classifier (HNMC) is proposed to classify multi drug-pathways relations. Data is collected from Drugbank.ca [1], Kegg (keg drug, Kegg diseases, Kegg pathways, Kegg orthologs, Kegg brite) [2] and small molecular pathways [3,4]. For drug-pathways data, two datasets are considered: one is based on Drug-Drug Interaction (DDI) and the other is based on Drug-Pathways Interactions (DPI). HNMC has proved its efficiency with an average of 90% precision, 92.35% recall, 92% accuracy, and 96% ROC.
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Abstract:

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a worldwide healthcare problem; however, traditional treatment methods have failed to cure all patients, and HCV has developed resistance to new drugs. Systems biology-based analyses could play an important role in the holistic analysis of the impact of HCV on hepatocellular metabolism. Here, we integrated HCV assembly reactions with a genome-scale hepatocyte metabolic model to identify the metabolic targets for HCV assembly and the metabolic alterations that occur between different HCV progression states (cirrhosis, dysplastic nodule, and early and advanced hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC)) and healthy liver tissue. We found that diacylglycerolipids were essential for HCV assembly. In addition, the metabolism of keratan sulfate and chondroitin sulfate was significantly changed in the cirrhosis stage, whereas the metabolism of acyl-carnitine was significantly changed in the dysplastic nodule and early HCC stages. Our results explained the role of the upregulated expression of BCAT1, PLOD3 and six other methyltransferase genes involved in carnitine biosynthesis and S-adenosylmethionine metabolism in the early and advanced HCC stages. Moreover, GNPAT and BCAP31 expression was upregulated in the early and advanced HCC stages and could lead to increased acyl-CoA consumption. By integrating our results with copy number variation analyses, we observed that GNPAT, PPOX and five of the methyltransferase genes (ASH1L, METTL13, SMYD2, TARBP1 and SMYD3), which are all located on chromosome 1q, had increased copy numbers in the cancer samples relative to the normal samples. Finally, we confirmed our predictions with the results of metabolomics studies and proposed that inhibiting the identified targets has the potential to provide an effective treatment strategy for HCV-associated liver disorders.
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Sentiment analysis of Arabic slang comments on facebook
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Abstract:

ABSTRACT Social networks have become one of our daily life activities not only in socializing but in e-commerce, e-learning, and politics. However, they have more effect on the youth generation all over the world, specifically in the Middle East. Arabic slang language is widely used on social networks more than classical Arabic since most of the users of social networks are young-mid age. However, Arabic slang language suffers from the new expressive (opinion) words and idioms as well as the unstructured format. Mining ...
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